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Opening Bottles and  
Food Packages on Shabbos 

he discussion concerning opening 
bottles and food packages on 
Shabbos, is a topic that may be 

relevant many times during Shabbos. It is very 
important for one to be well versed in these 
issues, because each container, package, or 
bottle, must be dealt with on an individual 
basis. There may only be a slight difference 
between two cases, which may not be noticed 
by an average person, but can change the 
halacha considerably. In certain situations 
there are dissenting opinions where one 
opinion may maintain that it involves an issur 
Deoraisah, while the other may maintain that 
it is entirely permissible. 

At the onset of this discussion, it is most 
noteworthy to stress that one should consult a 
competent Rov who is well versed in these 
matters, for a final ruling on any matter 
discussed in this chapter. One is halachically 
not permitted to choose and adopt any ruling 
simply because it may be more beneficial for 
him. As mentioned above, many of the 
matters discussed in this chapter, deal with 
issurim Deoraisah. 

There may be some individuals who are 
under the false impression that on Shabbos 
one is permitted to break or rip open any 
item, in any manner that one pleases, if it is 
needed for food for one’s Shabbos meal. This 
is incorrect. One is not permitted to violate 

any melacha on Shabbos even if it is needed 
for food. Only with regard to Yom Tov do we 
find such a concept that for food one is 
permitted to do a melacha, and even there, 
the heter is not absolute. On Shabbos, 
however, this is not the case. 

The Three Torah Prohibitions 
Involved 

There are basically three Torah 
prohibitions that have to be dealt with regard 
to many of the items discussed in this chapter. 
The three prohibitions are øúåñ - demolishing, 
òøå÷ - tearing, and ùéèôá äëî - completing a 
utensil.  

Demolishing a Barrel 

The Mishnah in Meseches Shabbos 
states that it is permitted to break open a 
barrel on Shabbos in order to eat dried figs 
from it. However, this is only where one does 
not intend to create a vessel. If one were to 
fashion a proper opening in a utensil, it would 
be considered as if he created a finishing 
touch to the utensil, which is prohibited under 
the Torah prohibition of ùéèôá äëî.1  

There are several reasons offered by 
different Rishonim as to why it is permitted to 
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break open a barrel if one has no intentions of 
making a vessel, even though such an act 
would apparently constitute øúåñ – 
demolishing. The different opinions to explain 
this Mishnah will have halachic ramifications 
as to which items one would be permitted to 
open on Shabbos, and under what 
circumstances.  

Some Rishonim explain this by 
applying a principle mentioned earlier in 
Meseches Shabbos which states that  ïéðá ïéà

íéìëá äøéúñå, which means that there is no 
prohibition to build or break utensils on 
Shabbos. It is beyond the scope of this 
publication to delve into the intricacies that 
are associated with this principle. However, 
some Rishonim use this principle to explain 
why it is permitted to break open a barrel on 
Shabbos when it is needed for Shabbos use.2 

Tosofos, however, is bothered by the 
application of this principle. He questions that 
if this is indeed an absolute principle, it does 
not seem to coincide with a Mishnah in 
Eruvin. The Mishnah in Eruvin discusses the 
laws of eruvei techumin, and the Mishnah 
states that if the bread used to establish the 
eruv was locked up in a closet and the key 
was lost, the eruv is still valid. The Gemara 
questions this ruling and asks how the eruv 
could be valid, if access to the bread is not 
possible in a permissible manner. The 
Gemara answers that the Mishnah is referring 
to an instance where the bricks used to 
construct the closet were not cemented 
together and one can easily separate the 
bricks and enter the closet. Tosofos wonders 
what the Gemara was initially bothered by. If 
the above principle of íéìëá äøéúñå ïéðá ïéà is an 
absolute principle, it should be permitted to 
break open the closet on Shabbos in order to 
gain access to the bread. Tosofos therefore 
maintains and cites proof to his opinion, that 
the only instance in which this ruling can be 
applied is regarding a é÷úñåî – a utensil that 
has been built by pasting together many 
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shards of broken utensils. Such a flimsy utensil 
will not be used for a significant amount of 
time. However, one is forbidden to break 
open a completely strong utensil on Shabbos. 
Tosofos explains that the Mishnah in Eruvin 
was referring to a completely strong utensil, 
while the Mishnah in Shabbos that permits 
breaking open a bottle on Shabbos was 
referring to a more flimsy type of utensil. 
Tosofos states further that by a complete 
utensil, if one were permitted to break it open, 
there is a chance that one might fashion a 
proper opening, which is definitely forbidden. 
Consequently, the Rabonon forbade even 
breaking open a complete utensil. However, 
regarding a utensil that is more flimsy, there is 
no suspicion that a person will fashion a 
proper opening, and therefore, there is not 
even an issur Miderabonon to open it.3 

There are other Rishonim who answer 
the above inconsistency in a different manner, 
and rule that one is permitted to demolish all 
small utensils on Shabbos if there is a need for 
them.4 

The Shulchan Aruch rules in 
accordance with the opinion of Tosofos, and 
only permits breaking open a flimsy utensil on 
Shabbos. The Vilna Gaon, however, rules in 
accordance with the more lenient opinion and 
permits breaking open a small utensil if one 
needs its contents on Shabbos. Many poskim, 
however, advise that one should follow the 
ruling of the Shulchan Aruch and refrain from 
breaking any complete utensil. Nevertheless, 
they do add that one should not protest 
against those who are lenient in this regard.5 

Breaking Open Food  
Containers on Shabbos 

Many of our food containers are 
classified as complete utensils since they are 
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strong and reusable. However, some 
containers are made quite flimsily, and 
although one may be able to reuse it several 
times, nevertheless, after a few times they are 
no longer usable and must be thrown out. 
Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l and some other 
poskim write that packages that are made out 
of paper often fit the category of a flimsy 
utensil, and one is technically permitted to 
break them open on Shabbos. However, with 
regard to cans that are made of metal and are 
strong and are reused, one should follow the 
stringent ruling of the Shulchan Aruch and 
refrain from breaking them open.6 

Although the entire preceding 
discussion is very important, it is mostly 
academic in nature. This is because even if 
one were to rely on the lenient opinions that 
permit breaking open a complete utensil, 
nonetheless, in most instances a person does 
not smash open a utensil when he is 
interested in removing food from it, but 
fashions an opening instead. Furthermore, 
creating a small hole in a utensil is not 
considered breaking the utensil and one is not 
liable for øúåñ. In most instances, the issue 
that has to be dealt with is the prohibition of 
ùéèôá äëî.7 

Constructing a Utensil 

Prior to discussing the prohibition of 
ùéèôá äëî, it is noteworthy to mention the 
opinion of the Chazon Ish, as it pertains to 
many metal cans that are sealed airtight. The 
Chazon Ish forbids opening certain cans on 
Shabbos. However, the Chazon Ish does not 
prohibit it because one is demolishing the 
item which violates the prohibition of øúåñ, as 
was understood until now. He prohibits it 
because of äðåá; the prohibition forbidding 
one to construct a new utensil on Shabbos. 
The Chazon Ish writes that to break it open is 
permitted since the item that one is breaking 
is not considered a utensil. Although it was 
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once a utensil, nevertheless, since it was 
closed in a manner that forms it into one 
piece of metal and one cannot put anything 
into it or remove anything from it, it is not 
considered a utensil at the present moment. 
Instead, it is considered a closed object that 
has a hollowed form. However, he maintains 
that it follows, that since the item was not 
considered a utensil while it was closed in 
such a manner, one who opens it in a manner 
that does not destroy the object is held liable 
for äðåá. This is because he has just created a 
utensil.8  

Other poskim, however, disagree with 
the Chazon Ish’s premise and maintain that 
even while it is completely closed, it is 
nevertheless considered a utensil, albeit a 
closed one. Therefore, one who breaks it is 
held liable for the prohibition of øúåñ 
according to the Shulchan Aruch’s ruling, and 
opening it does not constitute äðåá, although it 
may constitute ùéèôá äëî which will be 
discussed in the next paragraph.9 

The entire preceding discussion only 
serves as an illustration of the application of 
äðåá as it pertains to opening cans on 
Shabbos. However, we will æòá"ä  discuss the 
issue of opening up cans on Shabbos on a 
more practical level and in greater detail 
below. 

The Prohibition of Fashioning an 
Opening for a Utensil 

There is a Torah prohibition involved 
with creating a proper opening for a utensil. 
By fashioning a proper opening, one is 
performing a finishing touch to the utensil that 
will aid in its use in the future The Gemara 
forbids one to even puncture a regular hole to 
be used as an opening, even if it is not carved 
out with precision but is made in a rough and 
jagged manner. This is forbidden in order to 
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prevent one from making a proper opening. 
Furthermore, even if there was once a hole 
there, nevertheless, if it has since been closed 
up very securely so that none of the contents 
can seep out, it is forbidden to reopen such a 
hole on Shabbos.10 

According to many poskim, the 
prohibition of creating even a jagged hole that 
will be used for an opening, applies even to a 
flimsy utensil. This is despite the fact that as 
far as the prohibition of øúåñ is concerned, 
there is no prohibition to break open a flimsy 
utensil. It is forbidden, however, to make a 
hole that will be used as an opening.11  

The Idea of Breaking and Ripping 
Wrappers Surrounding Food or 

other Items  

 The Gemara in Meseches Shabbos 
discusses a type of cask that is referred to as a 
ìúåç. A ìúåç is a barrel that is made out of 
palm leaves in which figs are placed to dry. 
The leaves absorb the moisture contained 
within the figs, and the ìúåç was made 
exclusively for this purpose. Once the figs are 
dry, the barrel is ripped open, and the figs are 
removed while the barrel is discarded. The 
Gemara permits ripping apart such a barrel on 
Shabbos. The Shulchan Aruch when quoting 
this halacha, explains that it is permitted to do 
so just as one is permitted to crack nuts on 
Shabbos and remove the nuts from the shells. 
Here too, the barrel is nothing more than a 
shell for these figs.12 Some Acharonim further 
explain that a normal barrel is created so that 
it can be used as a receptacle to 
accommodate any item that is placed inside 
of it. However, these úåìúåç are made 
exclusively for these figs, and once these figs 
are removed the barrel is discarded. 
Therefore, the barrel is not classified as a 
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utensil, but as wrapper or shell which one is 
permitted to open on Shabbos.13 

Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l substantially 
limits the application of ìúåç to a select few 
types of objects. He maintains that even if an 
item is merely made to function as a wrapper 
and is intended to be discarded immediately 
after its contents are removed (such as canned 
foods), still, it may not necessarily be 
considered a ìúåç. As long as it is an 
important utensil that has the ability to store 
other items placed inside of it, and some 
people use it as such, it is not considered a 

åçìú . Therefore, one who opens it is 
considered to have created a utensil and is 
liable for ùéèôá äëî.14 (See the practical 
applications below for common applications). 

This concept of úåìúåç extends far 
beyond hilchos Shabbos, and the fact that it is 
not classified as a utensil has ramifications in 
many areas in halacha. To cite two examples: 

The Steipler Gaon was once asked 
whether it is permissible to use wooden car 
crates (which are used to ship cars overseas so 
that they don’t get scratched or damaged) for 
one’s schach. The halacha is that one is not 
permitted to use an item that is susceptible to 
tumah for schach. The Gemara states that 
even after a utensil is broken up into small 
pieces and is no longer susceptible to tumah, 
one may still not use it for schach. Once the 
utensil became susceptible to tumah, the 
pieces retain the same status. Thus, these car 
crates should seemingly be invalid to be used 
for schach even after they are broken up into 
small pieces. However, the Steipler applies 
the concept of úåìúåç to this situation. He says 
that these car crates are only made to serve as 
protection for the car that is placed inside of it, 
and once that car is removed, the crate is 
dismantled and discarded. The Steipler 
quotes the Chazon Ish who also permits the 
use of these car crates for schach being that 
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they were never classified as utensils and are 
therefore not susceptible to tumah.15 

Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l discusses 
another case where this concept would apply. 
A person who purchases a bottled drink, 
might wish to refill the bottle after finishing its 
contents and use it for other things. 
Ordinarily, one might suppose that he would 
be required to tovel the utensil prior to using it 
since it was purchased or manufactured by an 

åëò"í . Rav Moshe asks, what if a person 
intends to purchase only the liquid contained 
in the bottle and offers to return the bottle to 
the storekeeper would the storekeeper deduct 
even one cent from the sale? Of course he 
wouldn’t, because the storekeeper is not 
selling the bottle to be used as a utensil, but as 
a wrapping for the liquid that it contains. 
Thus, we see that one did not purchase a 
utensil that was in the possession of an åëò"í . 
The first time that it was considered to be a 
utensil was when the Yid decided to reuse it. 
It is therefore considered as if the Yid created 
the utensil, and does not require tevilah.16 

Turning a ìúåç Into a Usable Utensil 

It was explained above that a ìúåç is 
not considered a utensil, but a wrapper for the 
item placed inside it. What would the halacha 
be if a person would take this wrapper and 
convert it into a functional and important 
utensil? For example, where a person cracked 
off a piece of tin from the tray that a challah is 
kept on and used this piece as a knife with 
which to cut the piece of bread, everyone 
would agree that he is liable for ùéèôá äëî 
since he converted the wrapper into a very 
useful utensil.17  

This principle applies to the case of a 
soda cap. In the past many devices were 
invented to preserve, for an extended period 
of time after the soda bottle has been opened, 
the carbonation (i.e. the fizz) that is contained 
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in the soda. None of them were able to 
achieve this purpose perfectly, until the 
invention of the soda caps used today. Thus 
the function of the cap extends far beyond the 
function of a mere wrapper. If one would just 
have a wrapper sealing the bottle, it would not 
be functional once it is opened, and one 
would surely purchase a soda cap from a 
store to enable him to preserve the soda. The 
cap has a very important role as a utensil and 
cannot be considered a wrapper. Thus, if the 
cap was not a fully functional utensil prior to 
being placed on the bottle, one who converts 
it into this form is liable for ùéèôá äëî. (See 
below for practical applications of the different 
types of caps that currently exist).18 

The Chazon Ish writes that if one were 
to use a ìúåç for an extended period of time 
to store the item that was placed inside of it, 
and he does not empty out the item, he is 
liable for ùéèôá äëî. This is because one has 
changed its function from merely being a 
wrapper, into a receptacle that will be used to 
store items, albeit the very item that was 
placed inside it originally. A shell merely 
keeps the food intact until it is opened. Once 
it is opened, it is discarded and not used as a 
receptacle for that item. Other poskim 
disagree with the Chazon Ish and maintain 
that it is not considered changing the 
functionality of a utensil by retaining the food 
within it for the normal period of time needed 
to finish its contents. Only using this utensil to 
store other items would be a problem.19  

Tearing an Item on Shabbos 

Tearing material on Shabbos is a 
violation of one of the 39 primary melachos 
forbidden on Shabbos. This melacha is called 
òøå÷. For example, one who tears material in 
order to produce a straight surface so that he 
can now sew on an attachment transgresses 
this melacha. However, one who does not rip 
an item for a constructive purpose rather it is 
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done destructively is not liable for this 
melacha on a Torah level but it is nevertheless 
forbidden miderabanan.20  

Chazal permit one to rip apart a ìúåç on 
Shabbos. The action of tearing need not be 
destructive at all.21  

Some poskim permit items that do not 
classify as a ìúåç to be torn open in a manner 
that renders the utensil unfit for use if it is 
done for a genuine Shabbos need.22 
However, in such an instance, where there is 
no other way to open the item without tearing 
it, it should preferably be opened before 
Shabbos, and one should not rely on tearing 
it open destructively on Shabbos.23 

Erasing Letters 

It is imperative to be very careful not to 
rip or destroy any letters in the process of 
opening the package.24 

A Permissible Method to Open 
Many Items that are Forbidden to 
be Opened in the Regular Manner 

One who did not open a can or 
package before Shabbos and needs the 
contents contained inside of it, may open it on 
Shabbos after the utensil has been destroyed 
by making it not useable. Care must be taken 
to destroy the can in a manner that does not 
create a functional utensil during any point of 
the process. For example, if one would pierce 
a small hole into the bottom of it, he does not 
violate ùéèôá äëî by opening up the container  
on its other side. Since he first pierced a small 
hole into the bottom of the can that cannot be 
used as a functional opening, therefore, when 
he opens it at the top afterwards, he would be 
opening it and destroying it at the same 
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time.25 A screwdriver or hammer is permitted 
to be used for this purpose if no other 
instrument will serve this function.26  

Practical Applications 

Many poskim stress the vital importance 
of opening all containers and packages before 
Shabbos. This is because the halachos are 
very complex, and there are several dissenting 
opinions regarding these issues. In addition, 
these shailos often involve issurei Deoraisah. 
Therefore, the most commendable practice in 
order to avoid any problems is to prepare all 
items before Shabbos.27  

Please read the entire chapter in order 
to understand the practical applications 
completely and avoid making any errors.28 

Cans Containing Fish (e.g. Tuna, 
Sardines) and Soda Cans 

Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l writes that 
even a can that is no more than a ìúåç should 
not be opened on Shabbos. He felt that since 
the issue is so complex, only a major talmid 
chacham would be capable of differentiating 
between one situation and the next, and no 
cans at all should be opened on Shabbos.  

This opinion spread throughout the 
community and has since become the 
accepted practice in all circles of Yidden. Up 
until about a half a century ago, many Yidden 
opened cans on Shabbos relying upon the 
opinion of the poskim who treated them as 
úåìúåç. Since the time that Rav Moshe’s 
teshuvah was published, the widespread 
custom among erliche Yidden was to heed 
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Rav Moshe’s words and refrain from opening 
up any cans on Shabbos. At least in America, 
this prohibition has achieved the status of a 
gezeirah that has been accepted by rov 
Yisroel - most Yidden.29  

 There is something that can be done, 
though, for one who did not open up a can 
before Shabbos and really needs the food. He 
should not open up the can in its regular 
manner, but should open the lid only half way 
and then empty out the contents. This does 
not allow it to be used as a utensil.30 As 
mentioned above, if one destroys the object 
by piercing a small hole into the bottom, one 
can then open the utensil at the top. By doing 
so, one is in effect opening it and destroying it 
simultaneously. 

Snack Bags (e.g. Potato Chip Bags), 
Sugar Bags, Freeze Pops 

Bags that are made of ‘flimsy’ materials 
and are discarded immediately may be torn 
open even non-destructively, because they 
are considered úåìúåç. However, firm bags in 
which the food is normally kept for an 
extended period of time should not be torn. If 
one is able to pull apart the sealed top as is 
common in most vacuum packed potato chip 
bags, one is permitted to do so provided one 
does not tear the bag at all.31 If this is not 
possible, some poskim permit one to tear the 
bag in a destructive manner while paying 
attention not to tear any letters. 

Boxes Containing Cereal or Matzah 

One should try to open these items by 
sticking something underneath the top of the 
box and then attempting to open it without 
tearing the box. If this is not possible and one 

                                                 
29 .éò 'åù"ç äîìù úçðî ú"éñ á 'é"à ,åùå"ç á÷òé ú÷ìç ú"éñ à 'ë÷"à, 

úåìúåç íòèî ùåøéôá øéúäù ,ä÷î òîùî ïëå"ðä é" íé÷ñåô øàùîå ì
åàëì ïë íàå íìåòä áåøá éåìúùäøïãéã ïãéðá øúåî àäé  . éìë éìåàå

âàäì óà ìúåç áùçð áåùç åðéàù ïè÷"î ,î"éò î 'ùî"é óðòá íù ë ,'
âäî éúòîùåø"èéìù é÷ñìòá é" äáåøã äáåø ñôãð åúáåùúù ïîæîù à

úáùá åìàë íéìë íéçúåô íðéà. 
30 .éò 'åù"íù á÷òé ú÷ìç ú ,ùùáå"íù ë. 
31 .éò 'ùù"òä íù ëäøé "è. 

did not open it before Shabbos, it may be 
permitted to tear open the box in a manner 
that renders it unfit for future use (i.e. without 
ripping any letters). However, it is very difficult 
to rip it open in a manner that does not create 
a functional utensil during any point of the 
process. Therefore, one should be extremely 
cautious, and have these boxes opened 
before Shabbos.32 There is no problem in 
ripping the plastic surrounding a matzah box. 
Similarly one is permitted to rip open the 
cereal bag. 

Box Drinks and Pringle Boxes 

Many poskim permit one to open these 
items on Shabbos, since the aluminum foil 
that closes the top of the container is not 
considered part of the bottle. Thus, one is not 
creating a utensil, but is making an opening 
that was temporarily closed with an 
independent seal.33 Furthermore, there are 
grounds to permit opening box drinks on the 
account that the container may be considered 
a ìúåç.34 

Air Pressurized Sealed Caps 

Many grape juice and Snapple bottles 
have caps that are fully functional prior to 
being placed on the bottle and one does not 
change the form of the cap upon removing it. 
These caps are tightly closed only due to air 
pressure. One is permitted to open these caps 
on Shabbos. On Shabbos, one is also 
permitted to rip the plastic wrappers that 
surround these caps. Care should be taken 
not to rip any letters. 

                                                 
32 .øâäî éúòîù êë"èéìù é÷ñìòá é"à. 
33 .ø ïåàâäî éúòîù êë 'èéìù ïééèùðééô ïáåàø"à ,éòå 'åù" úçðî ú

ç äîìù"âù á"ë ,úòîù ïëåøâäî é"èéìù é÷ñìòá é"à , éúòîù ïëà
øâäî"èéìù ïééèùðééô ã"øåñàù à. 

34 .øâä"èéìù ïééèùðééô ã" úáùá ñìòâðéøô çåúôì ïéðòá éì øîà à
ãéî åëåúî ìëåàä ìë àéöåä íà øúåî ÷øù . íé÷ñåô øòùî ïëà

òäá àéáäùäø 33ò øúåî äæ íâ "íéðôá åðúðù íòèä ô. 
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Removing Bottle Caps on Shabbos 

There are basically four types of soda 
caps that have to be discussed; three metal 
types and one plastic type.  

One type of metal cap is a fully 
functional metal cap prior to being placed on 
the bottle, but is squeezed tightly around the 
opening of the bottle. When it is opened, no 
ring remains, and the bottom of the cap just 
widens. Many poskim permitted removing this 
type of cap on Shabbos.35 These caps have 
largely disappeared from the market. 

There was another type of metal cap 
that left a ring around the top of the bottle 
when it was removed, and was also a 
completely functional cap prior to being 
placed on the bottle. This too has largely 
disappeared from the market, and today all 
metal soda caps are “threaded” while they are 
already on the bottle (as will be explained 
below). The only caps that are currently 
threaded and fully functional before 
placement on the bottle are the plastic ones. 

Rav Shlomo Zalmen Auerbach zt”l 
differentiated between the metal soda caps 
that leave a ring around the bottle when 
removed and the plastic ones. He wrote 
concerning metal caps that were threaded 
prior to being placed on the bottle, that 
although it was a functional cap prior to being 
placed on the bottle, nonetheless, since the 
only method by which it can be used now as 
a functional cap is by breaking off the ring, 
one is thus creating a new utensil. Even if one 
were to remove the cap in its totality without 
breaking off the ring (e.g. by breaking the 
glass of the bottle underneath it), one would 
not be able to use it as a cap for a similar 
sized bottle. Thus, one has just created a new 
utensil.36  

                                                 
35 .éò 'åù"ç äîìù úçðî ú"éñ à 'ö"à:áé',çá ïëå "éñ á 'é"à. 
36 .éò 'ðä äîìù úçðî"ì ,éòå 'ìä ' íé÷ñåô äîë àéáäù çáèîá úáù

åøñàù ,éøâä íäîå"èéìù áùéìà ù"à ,éò ïëà 'øâäî ìàøùé ïáàá" é
èéìù øòùéô"àèéçù úåëìä óåñá à ,åù"åé øæòéìà õéö ú"éñ ã 'î"ä ,
ç úòã äåçéå"éñ á 'î" ã)éòå 'çá äîìù úçðîá"éñ á 'é" áéùäù äî à

åéìò.( 

Rav Shlomo Zalman permitted plastic 
caps of this sort, since it is apparent that the 
rim beneath the cap (whose function is merely 
to act as a seal to prevent the tampering of the 
bottle) is a totally independent item from the 
actual cap and is only attached slightly to the 
cap. It is no different than if the cap was 
sealed to the bottle with lime as is done on 
barrels. Therefore, being that it is apparent 
that it is an independent part of the cap, and 
the cap was a fully functional cap prior to 
being placed on the bottle, he permitted it to 
be opened on Shabbos.37 Rav Moshe 
Feinstein prohibited removing even a plastic 
soda cap, since he considered one to be 
breaking off part of the cap and making the 
cap very useful in this manner. Therefore, 
removing it violates an issur Deoraisah since it 
constitutes ùéèôá äëî.38 

It is noteworthy to mention that the 
issue of opening up the metal caps described 
earlier is not really relevant to us. Metal soda 
caps are presently made by first placing a thin 
smooth metal cap on the bottle. Then a 
pointy machine, which looks like a pencil, 
carves out all the tracks of the cap. This 
process is done while the cap is already sealed 
around the bottle. Consequently, the cap was 
never a functional cap prior to the person 
removing it from the bottle. According to the 
majority of poskim one commits an issur 
Deoraisah by removing such a cap on 
Shabbos.39 As stated above, hardly any 
poskim consider a soda cap to be a ìúåç 
because it gained a new and important 
function.  

In order to be permitted to open such a 
cap on Shabbos, one should pierce a hole 
into the cap, thereby destroying it and 
preventing any future use as a cap. One is 
then permitted to open it. Some other poskim 
permit, in an extenuating circumstance, for 
one to remove the cap if he has another cap 

                                                 
37 .éò 'ùùì íéàåìéîå íéðå÷éúá"ë ,òå"ç äîìù úçðîá ò"éñ á 'é"à. 
38 .øâäî éúòîù êë"èéìù é÷ñìòá é"à,øâäîå "èéìù ïééèùðééô ã"à 
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available to be used, and the cap that is 
removed is discarded immediately.40  

One is permitted to open a beer bottle 
since one is not making the cap into a 
functional utensil. A can opener may be used. 

Milk Containers and Bottles 

Although there are grounds to consider 
a milk container to be a ìúåç even according 
to the opinion of Rav Moshe Feinstein, 
nevertheless, there still may be a problem to 
open it on Shabbos. Rav Moshe maintained 
that opening up a milk container in which a 
spout is formed, constitutes the melacha of 
ùéèôá äëî. This is because the container was 
converted from being considered a simple 
object that just contained the milk, into a very 
functional utensil that has a spout. It was 
never such a utensil prior to this time. Thus, 
by opening it in such a manner, one converts 
it into a different type of utensil.41 There are 
many poskim who maintain that although a 
spout is created, it is nevertheless permitted to 
be opened. This is because one who opens it 
has no intentions of using it as a utensil, and 
this is merely the factory designed method of 
opening up the bottle and removing its 
contents.42 An easy solution to avoid getting 

                                                 
40 .éò 'ùù"ëéñ  'é"òäá æäøíù  .øâäìå"èéìù é÷ñìòá é" çåð äéä àì à

ë åæ äöò åì"ë. 
41 .éò 'âà"åà î"ç ç"éñ ã 'ò"ç ,øâäî éúòîù êëå"èéìù é÷ñìòá é" à

åéøáã ìù åùåøéôá ,éòå 'ìä øåöé÷ 'ùéèôá äëî éðéðòá úáù. 
42 .éò 'éñ äîìù ïçìåù 'éù"ã ,éòå ' íéáúëî äîë àéáäù äëìä éîåéãá

ùøâäî"öæ æ"ì ,øâäî éúòîùå"èéìù é÷ñìòá é"øâäù à" é÷öðî÷ éöæ" ì
øáåçîë áùçð åðéàù íòèî øéúä. 

involved in this machlokes, is to either destroy 
the utensil by piercing a hole in the bottom of 
the utensil, or, as some poskim suggest, to at 
least open up the entire sealed top of the 
container.43 

Opening up milk bottles that have a cap 
with a soft plastic ring around it is dependent 
on the machlokes haposkim mentioned above 
concerning plastic soda bottles. However, 
these caps can easily be opened without 
involving oneself in a machlokes haposkim by 
sticking a fork underneath the cap and lifting 
up the entire cap without breaking it.  

Orange Juice Containers and Wine 
Bottles Containing a Cork 

Some poskim prohibit one to remove 
the plastic seal (located under the plastic cap) 
from an orange container. This is because one 
is fashioning a new opening in the utensil that 
can be used as a spout. However, one is 
permitted to remove the cork from a wine 
bottle, since the bottle was only temporarily 
sealed by an independent object. A corkscrew 
may be used to unscrew the cork. According 
to the reasoning of the poskim mentioned 
above who permitted ripping open a milk 
container on Shabbos, one can speculate 
whether opening up these orange containers 
would also be permitted.44 

                                                 
43 .éò '÷éìä øåö 'íù úáù. 
44 .øâäî éúòîù"èéìù é÷ñìòá é"åçåúôì øåñàù à, óà éìåàå 

ùøâäì"øåñà æ. 


